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ABSTRACT

This paper presents, the performance characteristics of self-bearing hybrid pole switched reluctance motor (SBSRM).

The SBSRM has two separated and independent stator pole windings for torque generation and axial force generation.

The performance characteristics shows, torque and axial force are completely decoupled and also radial force

exhibits excellent linear characteristics with respect to rotor position. Number of stator poles utilized for torque

production are high than axial force generation poles, hence the torque output has been improved significantly.

Static characteristics have been carried out using finite element method (FEM). Finally, simulation results have

been presented using MATLAB environment.

Keywords: Self bearing switched reluctance motor, finite element method, conventional PID controller, MATLAB/

Simulink

1. INTRODUCTION

Present all industrial looking for high speed applications such as compressor and aerospace especially

these two areas requires ultra-high speed and also fail-safe machines [1], but the conventional bearings

at higher speeds causes frictional drag, lubrication oil cannot be used in ultra high speed applications [2-

3]. Self bearing switched reluctance motor (SBSRM ) is the combination of conventional switched

reluctance motor and active magnetic bearing hence this type of motors persists the advantages of both

SRM and active magnetic bearing such it can operate in very high temperature atmosphere due to no

winding on rotor, it can catch ultra high speeds due to absence of bearings. [4-6]. numerous verity

structures of self bearing SRM’s have been existed in literature. But each structure has its own

disadvantages like, reverse toque, using high converter switches, low power density, can’t be utilized

full torque region, critical speed is reduced in Morrison type motor, long magnetic flux paths and reversal

of flux in stator core and core losses etc. to overcome the aforementioned problems with the different

bearing less structures, 12/14 hybrid pole type SBSRM is presented with two types of stator poles.

SBSRM has eight torque pole (A
1 
to A

4 
which are in series connection to form A-Phase winding and B

1

to B
4 
which are in series connection to form B-Phase winding as shown in fig.1), 4 radial force poles (P

s1
,

P
s2

, P
s3

 and P
s4

) on stator and 14 poles on rotor. Characteristics show that radial force is completely

decoupled from torque.

Section-I presents the introduction and literature survey on bearing less motors and also presented the

need to go for 12/14 self bearing switched reluctance motor and its stator and rotor pole information.

Section-II presents the mechanical design and controlling scheme of 12/14 SBSRM. Section-III presents

the description of performance characteristics and also shows the magnetic flux distribution of 12/14 self

bearing hybrid pole switched reluctance motor. Section IV presents the simulation block diagram and

results.
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2. 12/14 SELF BEARING SWITCHED RELUCTANCE MOTOR

A 12/14 SBSRM is described in this section and its structure is shown in Fig.1. SBSRM has eight torque

pole (A
1 
to A

4 
which are in series connection to form A-Phase winding and B

1 
to B

4 
which are in series

connection to form B-Phase winding as shown in fig.1), 4 radial force poles (P
s1

, P
s2

, P
s3

 and P
s4

) on stator,

4 radial force poles (P
s1

, P
s2

, P
s3

 and P
s4

), are independently connected in x and y directions and 14 poles on

rotor. The generated torque shows the independent nature with the generated radial force, hence torque and

suspension forces can be controlled independently. As shown in this figure, this motor used higher portion

of stator poles for generating torque, hence improve power density, and decrease the requirement of magneto

motive force (MMF) and also decrease the iron and cupper losses (core losses). Fig.2. shows the Prototype

of SBSRM. Table-I shows the dimensions of the SBSRM. Fig.3 depicts the real time hardware control

Figure 2: Prototype of SBSRM

(a) Rotor (b) Stator

Figure 1: Structure of SBSRM
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mechanism of both torque and axial force controlling of the SBSRM. X* and Y* are the commend

displacement signals, the values of command displacements are zero, it means that rotor is being in center

position. These command displacement signals have been compared with the signals which are coming

from two displacement sensors, one is placed in X-direction and another one is placed in Y direction. The

sensitivity of the displacement sensors is 5V/mm. the error signals are given to the conventional PID

controller. The output of the PID controllers are Fx* and Fy*, these are the command forces need to bring

the rotor to center position. These command forces are converted into command currents and compared

with suspension currents. The error current signals are given to the PWM logic block and generate PWM

Table 1

Dimensions SBSRM

Parameter SBSRM

stator poles 12

rotor poles 14

Stator torque pole 12.85 (deg)

Arc angle Stator axial pole 25.7 (deg)

Rotor pole 12.85 (deg)

Length Axial stack 40(mm)

Air gap 0.3(mm)

Diameter Outer stator 112 (mm)

Inner stator 60.2 (mm)

Yoke thickness of rotor (mm) 7.7(mm)

No. of winding turns per pole Torque 80

Axial force 100

Figure 3: Control scheme of SBSRM
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signals to the 4- phase asymmetric converter. This 4-phase converter suspends the rotor to the center position

according the generated PWM signals. Now encoder giving the position information of the rotor, from this

position speed is calculated using speed estimator block and this speed is compared with the speed command

W* (reference speed). The error speed is given to the PI controller and generates command current im* and

is compare with the motor torque currents (IA and IB) and this signal is given to the PWM block to generate

the PWM signals to 2-phase asymmetric converter. This 2-phase converter drives the rotor according to the

generated PWM signals.

3. CHARACTERISTIC ANALYSIS OF SBSRM

The characteristics of SBSRM like flux distribution, inductance and axial force and torque have been

presented.

3.1. Flux Distribution

Fig. 4 shows magnetic flux distributions of the 12/14 SBSRM. Magnetic flux paths clears that, there is no

reversal of flux and also shows the short flux paths when compared to the previous motor structure of 8/10

self bearing switched reluctance motor. As a result the stator of SBSRM requires less magneto motive force

(MMF), consequently has less core losses in the system. One thing can be noticed from fig. 4. is that both

torque pole wining and suspension pole windings are continuously excited at every instant.

Figure 4: Flux distribution in torque and radial force windings of SBSRM

(a) Phase-A with suspending pole (b) Phase-B with suspending pole

3.2. Inductance

The inductance of SBSRM changes with change in rotor position as similar to conventional SRM, which is

mainly due to the overlap angle between rotor pole teeth and toque pole teeth involves in the function of

rotor position. Torque winding offers large inductance due to the presence of different turns of torque

winding and toque poles arc. Inductance of radial force winding exhibits little change with respect to the

rotor position, as the radial pole pitch is larger than the rotor pole pitch. As increases the currents in both the

torque and radial force windings, it is observed that maximum inductance is decreases; this is due to the

effect of core saturation. Here one thing can be noticed that core saturation is not that much when only one

wining have been conducted, hence in SBSRM both the windings always been conducting for effective

suspension along with rotation as shown in fig. 4(a) and 4(b).
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Where,


0
 = Permeability of the free space,

N = Number of winding turns,

L
 
= Stack length of the SBSRM,

r = Rotor Radius,

g = air gap Length,

K
f
 = fringing constant of inductance,


a
 and 

u 
= aligned and unaligned angle.

Figure 5: Equivalent circuit to calculate inductance

Figure 5. shows the equivalent circuit with zero state response to calculate inductance. The equivalent

circuit consists of series resistance and inductance. Hence the time constant the series RL circuit is given by

equation (2). from this time constant, inductance can be calculated as in equation (3). Equation (4) gives

the total resistance of the equivalent circuit of SBSRM.

L

R
  (2)

Where,

 = is time constant.

L R (3)

V
R

I
 (4)

3.3. Torque

Torque is a very much important characteristic in SBSRM and is proportional to the torque winding current

and is keep changing with respect to the rotor position. Hence inductance profiling has been done to determine

the torque profiling. The amount of torque generated by SBSRM can be the slope of the torque winding. As

the torque winding has high slope, this motor generates high torque. The effect of this generated torque is
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very much less in SBSRM as the slope of the axial force winding is very less and also has negligible change

in inductance with respect to the rotor position. Hence there is no mutual effect has been presented between

torque and radial force, which indicates that both torque and radial force are completely decoupled from

each other. Equation (5) shows the relation between torque, inductance and rotor position. Torque equation

can also be represented as equation (6) by substituting inductance, it show the relation between torque and

air gap length. Hence it is obvious that as decreasing the air gap length, high torque can be generated by this

SBSRM.

21
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dL
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3.4. Axial or Radial Force

The radial force is the special characteristic in SBSRM. This radial force can be increased and decreased

with respect to the radial force winding current. The radial force can be controlled in both X and Y directions

simultaneously by controlling the respective winding currents. Radial force is almost independent with the

change in rotor position. As the motor rotates the, it will change in X-direction in a little, but there is no

change in Y- direction with the same current. The radial force generated by the SBSRM has no effect on

torque generated by the torque poles. Hence this SBSRM is very easy in controlling point of view
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Equation (7) shows the relation between axial force and air gap length. Large axial force can be generated

by decreasing the air gap length.

4. SIMULATION RESULTS

Fig. 3 depicts the control schematic for the SBSRM. X* and Y* are the reference displacement signals,

the values of reference displacement signals are zero; it means that rotor is being in center position.

These reference displacement signals have been compared with the signals which are coming from two

displacement sensors, one is placed in X-direction and another one is placed in Y direction. The error

signals are given to the conventional PID controller. The output of the PID controllers are Fx* and Fy*,

these are the command forces need to bring the rotor to center position. These command forces are given

to the PWM logic block and generate eight PWM signals to the 4- phase asymmetric converter. This 4-

phase converter suspends the rotor to the center position according the generated PWM signals. Now

encoder giving the position information of the rotor, from this position speed is calculated using speed

estimator block and this speed is compared with the speed command W* (reference speed). The error

speed is given to the PI controller and generates command current im* and is given to the PWM block to

generate four PWM signals to drive the 2-phase asymmetric converter. This 2-phase converter drives the

rotor according to the generated PWM signals. Simulation results show the radial displacements in X-

direction and Y-direction in micro meters, radial force winding currents in amps for four phases (IX+,

IX-, IY+, IY-,), motor currents in amps for two phases (IA, IB), speed in rpm and torque in N. m. In the

simulation, at a time two loads in both x- and y-direction of 10 N has been applied on shaft. Initial

eccentric displacements in the both x & Y directions are -120 m and -90 m respectively. Figure.7
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Figure 6: Displacements X and Y directions

Figure 7: Axial force winding current

shows the rotor displacement movement in X- direction and Y directions respectively. Initially rotor is

simulated at -120 and -90um in X&Y-direction respectively. By applying the effective controlling action

with the conventional PID controller, these displacements have been settled at zero commands. Hence

self bearing has been shown effectively with is simulation result.
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Figure.7. shows the displacement currents of the four phase currents in positive and negative pole

windings in both X and Y directions respectively. Where Ixp is the current in the positive X-directional

pole winding, Ixn is the current in the negative X-directional pole winding; Iyp is the current in the positive

Y-directional pole winding, Iyn is the current in the negative Y-directional pole winding. The nature of the

suspension winding currents is DC currents, where as the nature of the torque pole winding currents are

pulsating DC current signals. Initially suspension currents are high, after the rotor settled at center these

currents are settled at 1A in average Figure.8. shows the torque winding currents of IA and IB. after the

rotor settled at center position, load torque of 0.1 N. m has been applied on the shaft, as a results torque

winding currents are injected to rotate the motor. As this motor has two phases (A-phase and B-phase) and

as it is named as switched reluctance motor, at any instant only one phase is excited, which is shown in

figure. 8. The nature of the torque winding currents is pulsating DC. At starting torque winding currents are

drawn 4A, after speed reaches the commend speed torque winding currents are settled at nearly 1A. Figure.9.

shows the speed and torque characteristics of the SBSRM. The speed has been settled at 0.05 seconds. And

the torque produced by the motor is nearly 0.8 N.m at starting and is being settle at 0.2 N.m.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper presents, the performance characteristics of self-bearing hybrid pole switched reluctance motor

(SBSRM). This motor persist the advantages of the other type of bearingless motors and also carries the

additional advantages like high torque short flux path, high power density, no flux reversal and high speed.

Inductance profile of the radial force winding exhibits the independent characteristics with respect to the

rotor position this shows the decoupling property of both torque winding and axial force characteristics. It

generates very high torque at low input voltage. The simulation results shows characteristic of displacements

and both X and Y direction and also shows how effectively rotor settled at center position. Suspension

Figure 8: Torque winding currents
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Figure 9: speed and torque

winding and torque winding currents are settled at lower values after steady suspension and after desired

speed respectively. These types of motors are very much suitable in low power, high torque applications.
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